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ABSTRACT

Vehicular Cloud Communication (VCC) is the latest technology in intelligent transport system. Vehicular 
cloud (VC) facilitates the customers to share resources ranging from storage to computing power to 
renting it to other users over the Internet. Security of VANET cloud covers various aspects of security, 
social impact, cost effective communication. Chapter highlights a cost effective, hassle free and secure 
communication between the cloud and moving vehicles. Communication is established via Network as 
a Service (Naas). The goal of this chapter is to give a broad overview of Vehicular cloud computing, ve-
hicular cloud applications, mobile computing, and recent literature covering security of vehicular cloud.

INTRODUCTION

Vehicular cloud computing is a new technological model which combines the advantages of cloud 
computing with vehicular ad hoc network to serve the drivers at low cost and with pay as you go model. 
Minimize travel time, reduce traffic congestion, provide good computational power at low cost to driv-
ers, reduce environmental pollution, reduce road accidents and make travel more enjoyable are the few 
objectives of VCC.

According to Whaiduzzaman (2014), the underutilized computing power, memory, sensing and 
internet connectivity, of large number of autonomous vehicles on roads, parking lots and streets can be 
coordinated and allocated to other authorized users. Internet access, computing power and storage capa-
bilities can be rented to drivers and other customers exactly as similar to usual cloud computing service. 
Vehicular Clouds are technologically feasible and economically viable and will be the next paradigm 
shift. They will provide many benefits, including societal and technological impacts. Vehicular cloud 
scenario is shown in Figure 1.
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In the figure a group of vehicles are forming the cloud. This vehicular cloud can connect to the 
internet cloud.

Vehicular cloud is union of vehicular network, cloud computing and mobile computing. Figure 2(a) 
and Figure 2(b) shows cloud computing and mobile cloud computing. These are explained as follows:

Vehicular Network

In recent past, smarter vehicles have provided the travel experience with safer and delightful driving. 
Now a day’s almost all vehicles are provided with cameras, GPS system, on board computers, small-scale 

Figure 1. Vehicular cloud

Figure 2. (a) Cloud computing, (b) mobile cloud computing
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